BEFORE THE PRESIDING OFFICER, CENTRAL
GOVERNMENT INDUSTRIAL TRIBUNAL CUM LABOUR
COURT-II, ROUSE AVENUE, DISTRICT COURT COMPLEX,
DELHI.
Present:
Smt. Pranita Mohanty,
Presiding Officer, C.G.I.T.-Cum-Labour
Court-II, New Delhi.

ATA No. D-1/12/2019
M/s. Netree E Services Pvt. Ltd.

Appellant
VS.

APFC, Delhi(S)

Respondent
ORDER DATED :-03/06/2022
(Corrigendum to order dated 02/06/2022)
This has been brought to the notice of this tribunal that there are
certain typographical errors in the order 02/06/2022 passed by this
Tribunal in this present appeal.
Accordingly, in exercise of the powers vested under section 7 L(2)
of the EPF & M.P. Act, 1952 read with Rule 21 of the Tribunal Rules,
1997, the following typographical corrections are made in the order dated
02.06.2022 passed by this Tribunal:On hearing the argument advanced by the parties it is
found that the commissioner in his order has not assigned
any reason for not accepting the submission with regard to
universal payment of allowances to the employees. The
commissioner has accepted the report of the EO in toto. The
finding of the commissioner in this regard is found with fault
as there is no mention as to why he came to a finding that
the workman getting salary for more than 15000/- inclusive
of the allowances are the excluded employees.
Be read as :On hearing the argument advanced by the parties it is
found that the commissioner in his order has not assigned
any reason for not accepting the submission with regard to
universal payment of allowances to the employees. The
commissioner has accepted the report of the EO in toto. The
finding of the commissioner in this regard is found with fault
as there is no mention as to why he came to a finding that
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the workman getting salary for more than 15000/- inclusive
of the allowances are not the excluded employees.
AND
ORDER
The appeal be and the same is dismissed. The
impugned order passed by the commissioner is hereby
setaside.
Be read as :ORDER
The appeal be and the same is allowed. The
impugned order passed by the commissioner is hereby
setaside.
It is made clear that this order be read as a part of the order
passed on 02.06.2022.

Presiding Officer
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